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Abstract. We introduce the class of strong Moore Banach algebras (all topo-

logically transitive representations of a certain type are finite dimensional) and

investigate stability properties with respect to completions of such algebras in

continuous submultiplicative norms. Among other things it is shown that every

irreducible representation of a regular (definition below) strong Moore Banach

algebra j/ extends to all Banach algebras in which stf is continuously and

densely embedded.

1. Introduction and results

One of the earliest results about submultiplicative norms on Banach algebras

is the following fact established by I. Kaplansky in [7]: If si is the algebra
'ë'(X) of all continuous functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space X that

vanish at infinity endowed with the familiar supremum norm |/|oo , then every

submultiplicative norm || || on si satisfies

(0) 11/11 >|/|oc    fox all fe si.

This result was the beginning of a series of deep investigations into the nature

of norms on W(X) [8]. In the above form (0) cannot be extended to any

semisimple noncommutative algebra. In fact, if all (submultiplicative) norms

on a Banach algebra si dominate the complete norm | | of si as in (0), it

follows from [12, 1.4.2] that |x| = Ps/(x) for all x e si , where /v denotes

the spectral radius on si . In particular, p& is subadditive on si and hence

si is commutative [9, Theorem 2.1.2]. On the other hand the proof of (0)

relies on the fact that for the algebra 'S'(X) the complete norm is the spectral

radius, so that (0) should be written more properly as

(1) ||a|| > pj/{a)   for all a e s/ ,

in this form, (1) is valid (for all norms on si) for several important classes of

noncommutative algebras [10].

Norms satisfying (1) are called Q-norms on si and share many desirable

properties with complete norms.   For example, the group of invertibles of a
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unital Banach algebra is open in every ß-norm, and any two ß-norms || ||i , || H2

on a semisimple Banach algebra si are consistent in the sense that the identity

map {si , || ||i) —> {si , || H2) has closed graph. For a full survey see [10, 11].

In several situations in analysis inequality ( 1 ) has significance even if only

a single norm is considered. For example, assume that si is a *-semisimple

Banach algebra with involution. Then si is symmetric if and only if the largest

C*-norm on si is a Q-norm. Furthermore, any two C*-norms on si that

satisfy (1) are equal. Therefore, if all norms on si are Q-norms, then si

carries a unique C*-norm, a useful property with various consequences [4].

If si is the group algebra LX(G) of a locally compact group G, then G is

amenable and symmetric if and only if the C*-norm induced by the left regular

representation of si on L2(G) is a g-norm. All the norms mentioned here

are continuous. These examples show that it is interesting to know under which

conditions every norm, or at least every continuous norm, on si is a g-norm,

not merely because this is an extension of (0).

Suppose now that || || is a norm on si , and let ¿ß be the completion of si

in this norm. It is easy to see that (1) holds if and only if p^(a) = p^(a), for

all aesi , and this follows from Sp^ (a) U {0} ç Sp^(a) U {0}, for all aesi .
One always has Sp^(a)\J{0} ç Spj/(a)U{0}. In the class of algebras si , which

we will study below, for every X e Spsi(a), X =£ 0, there exists an irreducible

representation n of si on some (finite-dimensional) Banach space X such

that X e Sp(n(a)), where this latter spectrum is computed in 33(X). If the

representation n extends to 3§ it will follow that X e Sp^(a). This naturally

leads to the question: under which circumstances do irreducible representations

of si extend to algebras ¿% in which si is densely embedded?

The first result about the possibility of extensions was given by Shilov in

[1]: Without assumptions on the commutative Banach algebra si , every multi-

plicative linear functional in the Shilov boundary of si extends to all Banach

algebras 3§ in which si is isometrically embedded. Later Rickart showed

in [2]: If si is a semisimple, completely regular, commutative Banach algebra

then every multiplicative linear functional on si extends to all Banach algebras

in which si is (not necessarily continuously) embedded.

Notice that such extension is not always possible even if the embedding is

continuous and has dense range. The Stone Weierstrass theorem shows that

the disc algebra si(D) is continuously and densely embedded in the algebra

W([0, 1]) of all continuous functions on the unit interval. No evaluation func-

tional / -> f(z), where z G D\[0, 1], extends from si{D) to W([0, 1]).

Below we define the class of strong Moore Banach algebras, which is suffi-

ciently close to the commutative case so as to allow a generalization of Rickart's

result in a weakened form (continuity and density of the embedding are as-

sumed). It is shown that this class of Banach algebras has pleasant stability

properties with respect to continuous dense embeddings.

Let si be a Banach algebra. Recall [3, 2.2] that a representation of si on

a vector space X is a homomorphism n of si into the algebra L{X) of all

linear operators on X. The representation n is called irreducible if there is

no nonzero proper subspace of X that is invariant for all the operators n{a),

aesi . It is known that then n is transitive on X : for any linearly independent

set of vectors {xx , x2, ... , x„} Q X and any vectors yx, y2, ... , y„ e X there

exists a e si  with n{a)Xj = yj  for all j = 1, ... , n.   The representation
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n of si on X is called finite dimensional if X is finite dimensional. If

n is finite dimensional and irreducible and hence transitive, it follows that
n{si)=38{X).

Suppose now that X is a normed space. Then the representation n of si on

X is called continuous if all the operators n{a), a e si , on X are continuous

and n is continuous as a homomorphism of si into the algebra 38 {X) of all

bounded linear operators on X, n is called topologically irreducible, if there is

no nonzero proper closed subspace of X that is invariant under all the operators

n{a), a e si , and topologically transitive if for {xx, x2, ... , xn} ç X and

yx, y"2, •■■ , )>n € X as above, there exists a sequence (a„) ç si such that

n{a„)Xj —» V7 as « —» oo for all 7 = 1, ... , n .

Suppose now that 38 is another Banach algebra and <p: si —> 38 is a con-

tinuous homomorphism with dense range. If n: ¿¡8 —> 38 {X) is a continuous

irreducible representation of 38 on the normed space X, then n o <h is a con-

tinuous topologically transitive representation of si on X. A representation

of si of this form will be called a standard continuous topologically transitive

representation of si .

Let us call si a Moore algebra, if all irreducible representations of si are

finite dimensional, and a strong Moore algebra, if all standard continuous topo-

logically transitive representations of si are finite dimensional. Our termi-

nology is chosen in honour of Calvin C. Moore who characterized the locally

compact groups all of whose irreducible *-representations are finite dimensional

[13].
If n is an irreducible representation of si on the vector space X then [3,

2.2.6] X can be endowed with a complete vector space norm for which the

representation n becomes continuous. This shows that every irreducible repre-

sentation of si is a standard continuous topologically transitive representation

of si . It follows that every strong Moore algebra is a Moore algebra. The fol-

lowing proposition furnishes examples of strong Moore algebras. Recall that a

Moore group is a locally compact group G such that all its irreducible strongly

continuous *-representations on Hubert space are finite dimensional.

Proposition 1. (A) Every commutative Banach algebra is a strong Moore algebra.

(B) If G is a Moore group then the Banach algebra LX(G) is a strong Moore
algebra.

Proof. (A) Let si be a commutative Banach algebra, tp: si —> 38 a homomor-

phism of si into the Banach algebra 38 with dense range and n an irreducible

representation of 38 . The subalgebra <p{si ) ç 38 is commutative and dense
in 38 . It follows that 38 is commutative. But then n is one dimensional.

(B) If G is a Moore group then [4, 5] every continuous topologically irre-

ducible representation of LX(G) on a normed space is finite dimensional.   D

Remark. It is known that there exist (necessarily infinite-dimensional) Banach

spaces X and bounded linear operators T on X that do not have a nontrivial

closed invariant subspace. Then the closed subalgebra generated by T in 38(X)

is clearly commutative and has a topologically irreducible representation on the

infinite-dimensional Banach space X. It is for this reason that we restrict

ourselves to standard representations.

Let p denote the spectral radius on the Banach algebra under consideration.

For aesi define the permanent radius pp(a) by pp(a) = inf^ p{<p{a)), where
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the infimum is taken over all continuous embeddings of si into another Banach

algebra. If tf> is a continuous embedding of si into another Banach algebra,

then pp(<p(a)) > pp(a) for all aesi .

Let Pxxm(si) denote the primitive ideal space of si endowed with the

hull kernel topology (Jacobson topology). Suppose that si is a Moore algebra

and let P e Pxivn(si). Choose a (necessarily finite-dimensional) irreducible

representation n: si -» 38(X) such that P = kex(n). Then n(si) = 38(X)

and thus si /P = 38(X), which latter algebra is simple with identity. It follows

that the ideal P ç si is maximal with modular identity. Thus for a Moore

algebra si the primitive ideal space ¥xim(si) coincides with the space of

modular maximal ideals of si .

Call the Banach algebra si regular if the kernel of each proper compact

subset F C Pxim(si) contains an element a with pp(a) > 0. Examples of

elements of positive permanent radius are furnished by the following

Proposition 2 [6]. Let si be a Banach algebra.

( 1 ) If a e si is a quasi-divisor of zero {ax = x or xa = x for some nonzero

x esi) then pp(a) > 1.
(2) If a, h G si are such that ah = ha is a quasi-divisor of zero then

Pp(a) > l/ptf(h).
(3) pp(a) > dist(C, 0), where C is any connected component of Sp^(a).

Recall [3, 2.7] that si is called completely regular if the space of modular

maximal ideals of si is Hausdorff and every point P has a neighbourhood V

such that the kernel ker(K) ç si is modular. Our main results can now be

stated as follows:

Theorem 1. Let si be a strong Moore algebra, 38 any Banach algebra, and

tp: si —> 38 a continuous homomorphism with dense range. Then

(A) 38 is a strong Moore algebra.

(B) For each primitive ideal Q ç 38, P - 4>~X{Q) ç si is a primitive

ideal in si and the map Q e Pxim(38) -» P = (p~x(Q) e Pxim(si) is

continuous and one to one.

(C) If si is semisimple and completely regular then si is regular.

(D) // si is completely regular then 38 is completely regular.

(E) If si is regular and cp is an embedding then 38 is regular.

Theorem 2. Now let si be a unital, semisimple, regular, strong Moore algebra,

38 any Banach algebra, and <f>: si —> 38 a continuous embedding with dense

range. Then

(A) The map Q e Prim(^) — P = 4>~X(Q) G Pxim(si) is surjective. If si
is completely regular then it is a homeomorphism.

(B) Every irreducible representation n of si extends to a (necessarily irre-

ducible) representation of 38.

(C) xad(38)r\si = (0).
(D) The subalgebra 4>(si) ç 38 is inverse closed in 38: a e si , <j>(a) G

inv(^) =>í¡e xnv(si).

(E) For all elements a esi we have Sp& (<p(a)) = Sp,,/(a) and p&{<p{a)) =

Psiia).
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(F) Every continuous (not necessarily complete) submultiplicative norm on

si satisfies

^^(a) = Hm H^"!!1/" < \\a\\   for all a e si .
«Too

Theorem 3. Let si be a semisimple, completely regular, strong Moore algebra

(not necessarily unital) and 38, (¡> as in Theorem 2. Then all the conclusions of

Theorem 2 except (D) still hold. (E) has to be replaced by Sp^((p(a)) U {0} =
Sp^{a) U {0} and p^(tp(a)) = p^(a) for all aesi .

2. Proofs

Lemma 1. Let si ,38 be Banach algebras and cp: si -* 38 a continuous ho-

momorphism with dense range.

(A) If n is a standard continuous topologically transitive representation of

38, then n o cb is a like representation of si .

(B) // si is a strong Moore algebra then so is 38 .

Proof. Clearly (B) follows from (A), which is true since a composition of con-

tinuous homomorphisms with dense ranges is another such homomorphism.    D

Lemma 2. Let si be a strong Moore algebra, 38 a Banach algebra and tf>: si —>

38 a continuous homomorphism with dense range. Then

(A) Every standard continuous topologically transitive representation n of

si is in fact (algebraically) transitive.

(B) For each primitive ideal Q ç 38, P = 4>~X{Q) is a primitive ideal in

si and the natural map a + P e si¡P -» 4>(a) + Q e 38/Q is an
isomorphism.

Proof. (A) Simply because n is topologically irreducible and finite dimensional,

hence (algebraically) irreducible.

(B) Let Q G Pxim{38). Choose a continuous irreducible representation n of

38 on some Banach space X with Q = ker(7r). Then P = <p~x(Q) = kex(nod)).

Also n o cp is a standard continuous topologically transitive representation of

si on X, hence finite dimensional and (algebraically) transitive. Then, since

X is finite dimensional, n(cp(si)) = 38(X) = n(38). Thus si¡P = 38(X) =
38IQ, in particular si ¡P, 38/Q axe finite-dimensional algebras of the same

dimension. The natural map a + P e si¡P —» <f>(a) + Q e 38IQ, which is

clearly an embedding, therefore, must be onto for reasons of dimension.    D

Lemma 3. Let n: si —>38(X), a: si —>38(Y) be irreducible representations of

the Banach algebra si on finite-dimensional Banach spaces X , Y . If kex(n) =

ker(rj)  then there exists a linear isomorphism   U: Y —> X such that o(a) =

U~xn(a)U for all aesi .

Proof. Let P — ker(^) = ker(cr). Then the homomorphisms n, o induce

isomorphisms n0: si/P -> 38(X) and o0: si/P —> 38(Y). In particular,

ooUqX : 38 (X) ^ 38 (Y) is an isomorphism. Since X, Y are finite dimensional,

it is well known that there exists a linear isomorphism U: Y —» X such that

oon~x(T) = U~XTU for all T e 38(X). Now let T = n(a) to conclude that

a {a) = U-xn{a)U for all a e si .   D
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Proof of Theorem 1. (A) This is Lemma 1(B).
(B) Let Q G Pxim(38) and choose a continuous irreducible representation

n of 38 with Q = ker(^). Then n o cb is a standard continuous topologi-

cally transitive representation of si and thus, by Lemma 2(A), an irreducible

representation of si . It follows that 4>~X(Q) = kex(n ° <f>) e Pxim(si). Since

the inverse images of hulls are hulls, the map Q e Pxim(38) —> <p~x(Q) G

Pxim(si) is continuous. It remains to be shown that it is one to one. Sup-

pose that N,Q e Pxim(38) axe such that 0_1 (Ar) = <p~l{Q)- Choose con-

tinuous irreducible representations n, o of 38 on Banach spaces X, Y such

that TV = ker(7r) and Q = ker(cr). Since 38 is again a strong Moore alge-

bra and hence a Moore algebra, X, Y are finite dimensional. Furthermore

ker(7i °0) = ker(fj o <f>) and n o cp, o o c¡> are (algebraically) irreducible repre-

sentations of si on X, Y. By Lemma 3 there exists a linear isomorphism

U:Y -» X such that o(b) = U~xn(b)U for all b e (p(si). Now density of
<f>{sf) in 38 implies that this relation holds for all b e 38. It follows that
N = kex{n) = ker(cr) = Q.

(C) Assume that si is semisimple and completely regular. Recall that the

primitive ideal space Pxim(si) coincides with the space of modular maximal

ideals of si , since si is a Moore algebra, and, therefore, is locally compact [2,

2.7]. Now let K ç Pxim(si) be a proper compact subset. By local compactness

we can choose nonempty open subsets U, V ç Pxim{si) such that U ç V ç

V ç Pxim{si)\K . Set / = kex{K), F = Pxim{si)\V , and J = kex(F). Then

K, F axe closed, that is, K = hull(7) and F = hull(/). Thus V n hull(7) =

V nK = 0 . By [2, Corollary 2.7.11], I contains an identity e for si modulo

ker(F). Then e e I = ker{K) and e + P is an identity for si ¡P for every

P e V . Similarly, i/nhul^J) = Un F = 0 and thus J contains an identity x

for si modulo ker(C7). In particular then x e J = kex(F) and x ^ 0. Now

let P e Pxim(si) be any primitive ideal. Then either P e V C V, in which

case ex - x e P since e is an identity for si modulo P, or P e F in which

case ex - x e P since x e P. Thus ex - x e nPxim(si) = xad(si) = (0),

that is, ex = x. Now x ^ 0 implies pp(e) > 1 .

(D) Since a Banach algebra si is completely regular if and only if its uniti-

zation is completely regular, we may assume that si , 38 axe both unital. Then

complete regularity of si , 38 is equivalent to the Hausdorff property of the

space of modular maximal ideals that coincides with the primitive ideal space

of si and 38 . By (B) there exists a continuous, injective map Prim(á?) —>

Pxim(si). Thus the Hausdorff property of Pxim(si) implies the Hausdorff

property for Prim^).

(E) Assume that si is regular and tp one to one. Then pp(<p(a) > pp(a) for

all a esi . Now let K ç Prim(^) be a proper compact subset. According to

(B) the map O: Q e Prim(^) -» <t>~x(Q) e Pxim(si) is continuous and one

to one. It follows that <S>(K) is a proper compact subset of Pxim(si). Since

si is regular, there exists an element a e kex(0(K)) such that pp(a) > 0. But

then <p(a) e ker(Ä') and pp(<t>(a) > 0.   Û

Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume that si Ç38 and 4> is the inclusion map.

(A) Since the dense subalgebra si ç 38 is unital, so is 38 . Thus si ,38 are

both unital and hence the primitive ideal spaces Pxim(si), Pxim(38) compact.
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By Theorem 1, the map <P: Q e Prim(^) -^ Qnsi e Pxim(si) is continuous

and one to one. Assume <P is not surjective. Then K = 0(Prim(.S§')) is a

proper compact subset of Pxim(si ) and by the regularity of si , kex(K) ç si

contains an element a e si with pp(a) > 0. But then a e nPrim^) —

xad(38) and hence p,@(a) = 0. But this contradicts p^(a) > pp(a) > 0.

Thus <P must be onto. Now if si is completely regular and hence Pxim(si)

Hausdorff, it follows that O is a homeomorphism.

(B) Let n be an irreducible representation of si on A' and P = ker(^).

By (A) there exists a primitive ideal Qe\38 such that P = Qnsi . Choose a

continuous irreducible representation o of 38 on some Banach space Y such

that Q = ker(rx) and set r/n = V\tf ■ Then o"0 is an irreducible representation

of si on Y and ker(rjo) = ker(7r). Notice that X, Y are finite dimensional

since si , 38 are strong Moore algebras. By Lemma 3 there exists a linear

isomorphism U: X —> Y such that n(a) = U~xo(a)U for all a e si . It is

now clear that b —► U~xa{b)U is an irreducible representation of 38 on X

that extends n.

(C) Since the map Q e Prim(^) — Q n si e Pxim(si) is onto, rad(^) n

si = nPrim(^) nsi = f|Prim(j/) = (0), by semisimplicity of si .
(D) Let a e si and assume a e xnv(38). Then 1 - a is quasi-regular and

hence quasi-regular modulo every primitive ideal Q ç 38 . By Lemma 2, the

map x + Qnsi e si /(Qnsi) —* x + Q e 38 ¡Q is an isomorphism. It follows

that (1 -a) + Qnsi is quasi-regular in si /(Qnsi). Thus l-a is quasi-regular

modulo every primitive ideal in si and hence [3, 2.2.9] is quasi-regular in si .

This means that a is invertible in si .

(E) Follows easily from (C).
(F) Let || || be a continuous submultiplicative norm on si and 38 the || ||-

completion of si . Then for every a e si we have ||a|| > lim„Too H«"||l/" =

P.ss(d) = Ps/(a).   □

Proof of Theorem 3. This follows from Theorem 2 by adjoining identities if

necessary. Recall that the unitization of a completely regular Banach algebra is

again completely regular.   □

Corollary 1. Let si be a unital, * -semisimple Banach *-algebra. If si is a

regular strong Moore algebra then si is symmetric.

Proof. This follows from the fact that the largest 7i*-norm p on si satisfies

p{a) > p(a) for all a e si .   D

As a further application we obtain the following (well-known)

Corollary 2. // G is a regular Moore group, then G is amenable and symmetric.

Proof. This follows from the fact that the 5*-norm q on L1 (G) that is induced

by the left regular representation of LX{G) on L2{G) satisfies q(a) > p(a) for

all aesi , and hence coincides with the largest 5*-norm on LX(G).   D

Remarks. (1) Regularity of si is not necessary for the extension result (B) of

Theorem 2 to hold. To see this assume that si is commutative and densely

embedded in the Banach algebra 38 . Then 38 is commutative also. Clearly a

multiplicative linear functional / on j/ extends to 38 (by continuity) if and

only if it satisfies |/(a)| < ||a|| for all a e si , where || || denotes the complete

norm on 38 .  Since  |^(a)| < p,^(a), all multiplicative linear functional will
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extend from si to 38 , if the complete norm on 38 satisfies ||a|| > ps/(a) for

all a esi . Now let si be the algebra of all continuous functions on the unit

disc DÇC that are holomorphic on the disc Do = {z e C: |z| < 1/2}. It is

shown in [6] that every submultiplicative norm || || on si satisfies ||a|| > Ps/(a)

for all a e si . Thus every multiplicative linear functional on si extends to

all Banach algebras 38 in which si is densely (not necessarily continuously)

embedded. The primitive ideal space of si can be identified with the unit disc

D. Any compact subset of Do , which has a cluster point, cannot be annihilated

by a nonzero element / G si .

(2) If the strong Moore property is dropped, then Theorem 2 is no longer

true, even if the algebra si is regular. Recall that regularity of si requires

certain closed two-sided ideals of si to contain elements of positive permanent

radius. Below we give an example of a primitive (and hence semisimple) Banach

algebra si such that every, not necessarily closed, nonzero, two-sided ideal in

si contains an idempotent e (then pp(e) > 1) and that violates conclusion (F)

of Theorem 2:
Let H := l2 with |x|2 := z^l^l2» x — (xk) e H be separable Hubert

space and 38(11) the associated operator algebra. Now consider a second linear

norm | \w on H: \x\2w := £4-*|xfc|2. Note that | \w < |-|2; let | |°p, | |°p

be the associated operator norms and si := {T e 38(H): \T\yf~ < oo} be the

algebra of all linear operators on H that are continuous with respect to both

norms | I2 and | |„, on H. Note that si is a Banach Algebra under the norm

I I := max{| ^, | |SP} • Let ^(H) be the ideal of bounded finite rank operators

on H. The same argument as for the full operator algebra 38(H) shows that

every ideal in si contains the ideal S?(H)nsi and hence rank one projections.

Note that si contains the (unilateral) right shift operator a: x = (xk) —>

(0, Xq, xx , ...). In fact |cr|Sf = \ and |cr|°p = 1 . However, o has spectral

radius 1 in the algebra 38 D si , hence p^(o) > 1 . Thus the submultiplicative

norm | |^p on si satisfies |cr|Sf < p^(cr).
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